


Authors’ Introduction

Every family is a scene for the never-ending tragedy of Hamlet. However,  
since the natural  language has become just  another way of giving orders  
nowadays, formula of Hamlet’s question had cardinally changed. 

New Hamlet is a new human who is autistically closed on oneself. He exists  
in the space of self-anaesthetization; family draws him out from this reality  
by means of quarrels, humiliations, and shouts. When Hamlet faces reality,  
in that moment of openness and defenselessness, he asks his fundamental  
and most important question.

Characters:
Gleb – postgraduate in philosophy, new Hamlet
Irina Robertovna – Mother to Hamlet
Evgeniy Alexandrovich – Hamlet’s Father
Aunt Galya – Hamlet’s aunt
Irinka – Hamlet’s cousin
Oleg – Irinka’s husband
Ivan Ivanovich – neighbor, pensioner, retired colonel.
Ivonna Ivanovna – his wife.

The action takes place in renovated two-room apartment in a  Khrushchyov 
building1 in the early 21st century.

1  Khrushchyov building of Khrushchyovka is a type of low-cost, cement-paneled or brick three- to 
five-storied apartment building which was developed in the USSR during the early 1960s, during 
the time its namesake Khrushchev directed the Soviet government. These buildings are found in 
great numbers all over the former Soviet Union (and former communist states in eastern Europe as 
well). They were originally considered to be temporary housing until the housing shortage could be 
alleviated by mature Communism, which would not have any shortages. Khrushchev predicted the 
achievement  of Communism  in  20  years (by  the  1980s).  Many  people  continue  to  live  in 
Khrushchyovkas today. - From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.



Act One.

Irina Robertovna and Evgeniy Alexandrovich are pottering about the kitchen.  
Phone calls. Irina Robertovna goes to the entrance hall and picks up the  
receiver.

Irina Robertovna. Hullo… Hi… We’re fne… Yes… Gleb promised to visit 
us. We expect him to come on May Day… He’ll stay for three days. This 
Sunday I spoke with him over the telephone and he said that he's already 
asked permission to take off work. Come visit us! This invitation is for Oleg 
and Irinka too. 

Evgeny Alexandrovich (clattering in the kitchen, ferociously). Where have 
you lost the candies?!

Irina Robertovna (covers the receiver). Well, they’re somewhere out there…

Evgeniy Alexandrovich. Where is that, ‘out there’?

Irina Robertovna. You're bothering me. Aunt Galya is calling; she sends you 
her regards.

Evegny Alexandrovich (gloomy).  Me too.  You hide them from me all  the 
time! Give me one at least!

Irina Robertovna. Don’t bother me, I’ll be right back. (to the receiver) Will 
Oleg be able to visit us?.. How long?.. Galya, he must be treated, he's a sick 
person. I once used these pills2 for Jenya and he hasn’t drunk for three years 
(looks with an unfavorable eye at Evegniy Alexandrovich, shakes her fst at  
him;  Evegeniy  Alexandrovich  affects  that  he  is  absorbed  by  search  of  
candies).  I’ll  give  you  the  recipe.  These  are  good  pills.  (To  Evegniy 
Alexandrovich) Do you agree, Jenya?

Evgeny Alexandrovich (yells out). I told you not to hide candies!

Irina Robertovna (laughing). Okay, okay… They are in the cupboard, behind 
the graters. (Evgeny Alexandrovich opens a cupboard and starts rummaging) 

2  Irina Robertovna refers to anti-alcoholic drugs like Disulfiram or Tempsil. Russian women often 
pour them secretly into their husband’s food or tea.



Gleb said he’s fne. What?.. I can’t hear you… (To Evegeniy Alexandrovich) 
Zhenya,  quiet!  You  clatter  too  loud!  Thesis?..  Oh,  it’s  in  philosophy, 
something about “structur-struc…”. I can’t pronounce it. You’ll ask him when 
he comes. I made Zhenya read Hegel, but he didn’t understand anything. 

Evgeniy  Alexandrovich  (yells  out).  Now where  they  are?  There’s  nothing 
here! Are you kidding me?!

Irina Robertovna.  Zhenya,  don’t  bother  me! Let  me talk  a  little!  (To the 
receiver) Gleb is doing fne. But I fear for him. He was such a good boy! But 
he changed so much, he became such an obscure person.

Heavy pressure cooker falls out of the cupboard and drops on Evgeniy  
Alexandrovich’s foot. He kicks it aside, throws his apron away and goes out  

of kitchen.

Irina Robertovna. Zhenya, come back, you haven’t cleaned up the kitchen!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich goes to drawing room, turns on TV (very loud) and  
lies on a sofa.

Irina Robertovna (to the receiver).  He never cleans up! I  always have to 
breathe down his neck… What was I talking about? Oh, yes! We expect 
Gleb to change his  behavior after  a good time with mommy, daddy and 
relatives.  Yes… He told… He’ll  defend his  thesis  in MSU3.  But  for  some 
reason he won't tell us the date… However, Elvira Mikailovna said that her 
son wrote a thesis in a year and defended it successfully, well, though he 
specialized in sports; he wrote something about shot-put. But philosophy is 
much easier! By the way, I told her that Gleb is writing a thesis on medicine, 
or else it wouldn't be proper… Her son wrote on sport – and that’s natural, 
but Gleb!.. We were worrying so much about his retirement from medicine, 
but then I told Zhenya: “Pigs might fy. Maybe that’s just a quirk, to write the 
thesis on philosophy. He’ll get a job in an outpatients’ clinic as soon as he 
marries somebody; he’ll forget philosophy as soon as he marries. And then, 
we’re still young and can help if anything goes wrong… In the meantime, let 
him make whoopee”. Yes… I agree; it’s much harder to write on sport, one 
needs  a  big  applied  investigation.  I’ve  worked  in  the  medical  exercises 
dispensary for so long and I can tell you that it’s very diffcult to summarize 
observations.  Yes,  Zhenya was hurrying him for a long time.  (To Evgeniy 
Alexandrovich) Zhenya, stop lying on the sofa, clean the kitchen up! (To the 
receiver)  Well  then,  we’ll  be  waiting  for  you,  come no matter  what!  I’ll 
prepare the recipe for the pills. Send my love to Irirnka and Oleg, let him 
3  Moscow State University



recover completely. He mustn’t drink, it’s harmful to his health, or else he’ll 
get hepatocirrhosis. Okay… We’ll be waiting for you. Gleb wants to see you 
very much, he always asks how is aunt Galya doing. Be seeing you! Cheers! 
(rings off; to Evgeniy Alexandrovich) Zhenya, why are you still lying down? 
Stand up! We have a lot to do today! Never put off till tomorrow what you 
can do today. You go now for food and then you’ll wash the socks. 
A football game starts on TV. Evgeniy Alexandrovich attentively gazes at the  

screen and turns the volume up.

Irina Robertovna. Oh, that bulky thing again! Turn it down! Stand up now!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich turns sound down somewhat.

Irina Robertovna. Zhenya, I’m not joking! Gleb is coming and we aren’t 
prepared! 

Evgeniy Alexandrovich (angry, shouting TV down). You were the one who 
allowed him to get out of hand! He gives himself airs! He should be in a 
loony bin; why do you coddle him?!

Irina Robertovna. Well! Come here now! You still haven’t cleaned up! Why 
did you scatter everything?! Aunt Galya sends her love to you.

Evgeniy Alexandrovich (with a moan). Let me watch it, please!

Irina Robertovna. No, that’s enough. They’ll repeat it tomorrow, you’ll watch 
it again. (goes to the drawing room and turns TV off) They’re showing this 
rubbish every day. You’d be better to read Hegel instead! Your son is coming. 
You told me yourself that you read all Hegel’s works while in the army; and 
now I can’t force you to read! I bought a two-volume collection of local 
poet’s verses for Glebushka. You’d be all the better to look through it, you're 
always silent at the table – can you at least read a verse or sing a song! You 
can’t even keep up a philosophical conversation. This is what I say: I’ll take 
you in hand as soon as we go on vacation!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich (yells out with hate). Oh, maybe I must dance to his 
tune?! I said to him once: “It would be better for you to pump iron a little”, 
and he answered: “What do you think you’re saying? I’m a poet”. Fucking 
pussy!!! Left medicine, family… He disgraces my kin by his freaks! It’s your 
entire fault, you pampered that fucking pussy!

Irina Robertovna (strictly). Stop the ribaldry, you’re not outdoors! Take a bag 
and money and go for food.



Evgeniy Alexandrovich puffs, stands up and goes away limping. Irina  
Robertovna puts the teapot on the stove. Doorbell rings.

Irina Robertovna (sugary, in a thin voice). I’m co-o-oming!

Irina Robertovna opens the entrance door. Ivan Ivanovich appears.

Irina Robertovna (with feigned cordiality).  Ivan Ivanovich! Hello! Nice to 
see you!

Ivan Ivanovich (gives a box of  candies to Irina Ivanovna).  Here,  Irochka, 
that’s for you!

Irina Robertovna (with feigned joy). No. I’m sorry but I really can't accept it! 
Take it for yourself! Let your grandchildren have it! It’s too expensive, I can’t 
take it!

Ivan Ivanovich. No, you must take it. I bought it specially for you.

Irina Robertovna (takes the box).  Thank you very much! Take a seat. We 
should have a cup of tea with these candies (seats Ivan Ivanovich on the  
kitchen, serves tea)

Ivan Iavnovich. Irina Robertovna, where is  your Gleb anyway? He hasn’t 
visited you for a whole year. Even Ivonna Ivanovna misses him. Maybe he's 
already married? Keeping a secret, aren’t you? (Laughs softly).

Irina Roberotvna (with feigned laugh). Oh, you know those youngsters! They 
don’t  rush  into  marriage.  That’s  what  my  eldest  said:  “If  I  marry,  I  can 
subtract half of my salary”. It was much easier in our days… You meet a 
good person, marry him and have done with it. They’re making up troubles 
for themselves nowadays. It’s our fault; we spoiled them so they can’t grow 
up. That’s what I said to Gleb: “You’ll meet you love, you’ll recognize her at 
once and marry her immediately”. And he’s always grumbling something 
incomprehensible. What a grumbler! Like an old man!

Ivan Ivanovich.  While I marched through the whole war with the Mosin–
Nagant4, more than half dead…

4  When the Soviet Union was invaded by Nazi Germany in 1941 the Mosin–Nagant 91/30 was the 
standard issue weapon of Soviet troops. - From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Ivan Ivanovich means that he was a simple soldier during WWII and that contemporary youth 



Irina Robertovna (with feigned pathos). What hard times they were!

Ivan  Ivanovich.  Ye-e-e-e-ah…  I  rescued  Ivonna  Ivanovna  from  a  village 
under attack in a wagon. I covered her by a blast mat and so rescued her, 
saved her life. I often remind her about that and she immediately cries with 
happiness. She was just a wimpy young thing. Oh, did you know that I’m 13 
years older? So we've lived for 40 years together. That’s what I call love! I 
remember I rescued her almost naked. I covered her with a sheepskin coat 
and gave her felt boots; and that’s how I carried her… She didn’t even know 
how to use a fork, always ate with a spoon. We had the German dinner 
service and she feared to dust it. Well, what the women we had those days! 
Such women are like a needle in a haystack nowadays.

Irina Robertovna. Is Ivonna Ivanovna healthy?

Ivan Ivanovich (hardly hides his pleasure). I’m going to send her to insulin 
coma therapy.  Tranquilizers  aren’t  helping  anymore.  Doctors  advised  me 
against that measure, saying: “You won’t know her!”, but I fear her heart can 
go under. But I  often think: “How can my wife go under?! She’s 13 year 
younger than me!”

Irina  Robertovna.  That’s  right!  Right  you  are!  The  human  organism is  a 
mystery. Of course, it’s a risk to do such things after 70 but I think Ivonna 
Ivanovna can even become younger after therapy. She’s your 'attagirl! Bless 
her!

Both laugh.

Ivan Ivanovich. So when can we congratulate your little boy with a degree?.. 
What was the name of his major … I forgot…

Irina  Ivanovna.  Well,  he  told  me  that  he  is  writing  something  about 
antibiotics  for pregnancy,  it’s  a  cross  between obstetrics,  gynecology and 
clinical pharmacology.

Ivan  Ivanovich (grunts,  twists  his  moustache).  No,  I  can’t  remember  it 
anyway.  It’s  a  puzzle  to  understand!  Just  look  who  Gleb's  become!  I 
remember I always gave him a punch to prevent him from playing pranks. 
He always turned red in a face and cried. Oh my god, how funny that was!

Both laugh.

cannot even imagine the troubles that a human being can experience.



Oh, those boys! And now, hasn't he grown into a fne tall fellow? I can’t 
even understand how to address  him now. I  really  don't  know; maybe I 
should call him Gleb Evgenyevich5? Or else, maybe, he’ll inject me with the 
wrong antibiotic and I’ll see stars! Oh, we’re waiting for your boy so much! 
The  entire  building  is  waiting!  Marya  Petrovna  from  Apartment  15  has 
radiculitis, I have an ulcer and problems with my blood pressure, Gennady 
Pavlovich from Eight has stenocardia, Antonina Petrovna…

Irina Robertovna (interrupts). Yes! Sure! Let him come and treat everybody 
to get some experience!

Ivan Ivanovich. What an heir you've raised! What a wonderful harmonious 
family you have, Irina Robertovna! 

Irina Roberotvna (sheds a tear). I did my best to make our family strong! 
(Irina  Robertovna  takes  a  stored  bottle  of  balsam  and  gives  it  to  Ivan  
Ivanovich) Here, take it, Ivan Ivanovich, I wanted to give it you long ago. 
Gleb sent it from Smolensk. It’s genuine. Manufactured… (reads the label) 
Manufactured by the “Bacchus” company. 

Evegniy Alexandrovich appears.

Evgeniy Alexandrovich. Ira, how much money did you give me?! It wasn’t 
enough to buy meat!

Irina Robertovna (delighted). You must go to the shop again.

Ivan Ivanovich. Oh, Zhenya6, why didn’t you look in the wallet? Did you 
hope that your wife would do it for you? You’re a man, a husband after all! 
(Laughs together with Irina Robertovna)

Evgeniy Alexandrovich (mumbles). Hello… (itches to get to TV)

5 In Russian, the ending -ovich, -yevich, -yich is used to form patronymics for men. For example, a 
man named Ivan with a father named Nikolay would be known as Ivan Nikolayevich or 'Ivan, son of 
Nikolay'  (Nikolayevich being a patronymic).  For women, the ending is -yevna, -ovna or -ichna.  For 
masculine  names  ending  in  a  vowel,  such  as  Ilya  or  Foma,  when  they  are  used  as  a  base  for 
patronymic, the corresponding endings are -ich (for men) and -inichna (for women).

In Russia, the patronymic is an official part of the name, used in all official documents, and 
when addressing somebody both formally and among friends. A Russian will rarely formally address a 
person named Mikhail simply as 'Mikhail',  but rather as 'Mikhail'  followed by his patronymic (i.e. 
'Mikhail Nikolayevich' or 'Mikhail Sergeyevich' etc.). - From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
6  Zhenya is a diminutive of a name Evgeniy.



Irina Robertovna. Gusev7, where are you going? 

Evegniy Alexandrovich rapidly turns on TV and lies on a sofa.

Irina Robertovna. Gusev, you must buy the pastry and cake for Gleba8 as 
well. Do you hear me? (Silence, only TV noise is audible). I’ll turn you off 
right away!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich (with annoyance). Stop harping on the same tune! 
Let me watch it!

Ivan Ivanovich.  Zhenya, come here, let us drink some tea. Why do you stare 
at  that  football?!  They  show  it  every  day.  They  can’t  play  better  than 
Kharlamov’s fve9 anyway!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich (confused). I’m going. (Goes to kitchen)

Ivan Ivanovich. Why do you make this guy run errands?! You should give 
him some tea frst, and then let him go. I remember in the army (Evgeniy 
Alexandrovich screws up his face as if from toothache), one mustn’t make an 
attack without drinking some spirits. That’s how we made war!

Irina Robertovna (with feigned pathos) What a hard time it was!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich blows on tea with anger, reaches for candies.

Irina Robertovna. Zhenya, you’re not allowed, I forbid it! Your glucose level 
is almost 8!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich. I’ll only eat one! Do you begrudge me that?

Irina Robertovna (punctuates). Not a single candy!

Ivan Ivanovich. Come on, Zhenya! Candies are made for milksops! Are you 
a milksop?

Evgeniy Alexandrovich (puts a cup down with a crash, angry). Thank you! 
(dresses himself and goes to a shop)

7  Russian women address to their husbands by the last name in order to express dissatisfaction or 
disdain.

8  Gleba is a diminutive of “Gleb”.
9  The famous Russian hockey team of 60s-70s.



Ivan Ivanovich. Look at him, he’s angry!

Both laugh.

Ivan Ivanovich.  Thanks for the tea, Irina Robertovna. It’s so good in your 
company, I wish I never went to my old woman! (kisses Irina Robertovna’s  
hand).

Irina Robertovna  (laughs  mechanically).  What’s  the rush?  Let  us  sit  for  a 
while, Zhenya will come back soon. He likes you. In the meanwhile I'll boil 
some tea.

Ivan  Ivanovich.  No,  Irina  Robertovna!  I  must  go,  or  else  I  fear  my  old 
woman will be jealous (gives a wink).

Irina Robertovna  (laughs mechanically). Come again soon! Gleb is to visit 
us, he’ll be glad to see you. There, in Smolensk, he always misses you so 
much, always asks me about you. He sends his love to you.

Ivan Ivanovich (stands up). Gleb is growing up so fast! Oh my god, doesn’t 
time fy? I remember I always gave him a punch…

Ivan Ivanovich takes the balsam, both go into entrance hall and dawdle near  
the entrance door in a complex ceremonial “dance”. At last, Irina  

Robertovna opens the door and forces Ivan Ivanovich out from the hall to  
the staircase. Ivan Ivanovich walks up the stairs with diffculty.

Irina Robertovna (with feigned cordiality) Come again soon! (slams the door)



Act 2.

Scene 1.

At the same apartment. Gleb comes in. He is a young, tall, thin man 23-24  
years old, dressed in black. His long black hair is tied up by hair band. He  
puts a big rucksack in the entrance hall. Irina Robertovna yelling ‘Hurray!’  

runs out from the living room. She wears a silk dressing gown.

Irina Robertovna. Hurray! The boy’s here! (mechanically clasps Gleb in her  
arms) Zhenya, come here, Gleb is here! Zhenya, where are you? (kisses Gleb 
three times). You’ve grown thin! It seems like you eat nothing. Zhenya, where 
are you bumming around?

Evgeniy Alexandrovich enters with seriously short breath. He wears only  
long boxers made of printed cotton. Sparse hairs on the back of his head  

wiped into a pink bald patch. Big body disposed to edema10 is covered with 
wrinkles owing to lie-in. 

Evgeniy  Alexandrovich. Hhhhi… (Hugs  Gleb,  he  draws  himself  together  
instinctively).

Irina Robertovna (fusses around Gleb and Evgeniy Alexandrovich). How was 
the trip? Wash your hands, change your clothes, we’ll have breakfast soon.

Evgeniy Alexandrovich goes to kitchen. Gleb washes his hands and slips into  
his room, turns on PC, puts his legs on a table, takes a keyboard on his  

knees and starts typing. Irina Robertovna enters the room. 

Irina Robertovna.  Glebush,  I’ve prepared clothes for you. Here they are. 
Change your underclothes. Daddy will launder everything. Come on! Father 
is setting the table. Why are you so silent? Ok, you’ll tell everything at the 
table. 

Gleb is typing. Irina Robertovna goes to kitchen. Malicious Evgeniy  
Alexandrovich cuts a cheese into vast, thick slices. On the table are: dishes  

with salads, beetroot salad, dressed herring, pannikins with potato and  

10  Edema or oedema, formerly known as dropsy or hydropsy, is an abnormal accumulation of fluid 
beneath the skin or in one or more cavities of the body. It is clinically shown as swelling. - From 
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.



porridge, huge slices of bread, butter, pan with meat, several kinds of  
sausage, pancakes, fsh, caviar, jellied minced meat, stuffed cabbage rolls,  

tureens (borsch and soup), cold cutlets, pitcher of milk, sour cream, bottles  
of yogurt, curds, three-liter pots with compote and tomato juice, pastries,  

cake.

Irina Robertovna. Did you make the salad with parmesan? Why are you so 
unkempt and so edematous? When did you stop watching TV yesterday?

Evgeniy Alexandrovich (with annoyance). Dunno.

Irina Robertovna. I have told you a dozen times to stop watching TV until 4 
AM! How long can you watch your football? You knew that Glebushka was 
coming!

Evegeniy Alexandroich violently cuts the cheese, the slices become thicker.

Irina Robertovna. Gle-e-e-eba! Where are you? Halloo! Breakfast is on the 
table! (pause) Well, I won’t say it a dozen times! (pause) Come here, the 
breakfast is ready! (pause) Glebushka, where are you? Everything is ready, 
breakfast is on the table. Zhenya, what a thick slices! Glebushka doesn’t like 
that! 

Evgeniy Alexandrovich drops the knife angrily, flops onto the stool and flls  
his plate with salads, meat, and potato. Then he stirs everything, adds two  
pastries. He starts to eat, taking pastries after everything like bread. Irina  

Robertovna goes to Gleb’s room, stands before the monitor.

Irina  Robertovna. Well,  I’ll  turn  everything  off  now!  Go  to  the  kitchen 
immediately! 

Gleb removes his legs from the table, stands up and goes to the kitchen.  
Irina Robertovna outruns him, slips into the kitchen. Gleb stops at the door  

and looks at Irina Robertovna and Evgeniy Alexandrovich. 

Irina Robertovna. Oh, why are you standing there? Come on, sit down and 
eat! Mommy cooked this all for you. Say something.

Evgeniy Alexandrovich raises his head and stares at Gleb with disapproval.

Gleb (utters something in a low, gurgly, croak voice). Hr-mr-yy-bl-rrrrr. (sits  
at the table and starts rolling crumb over the plate)



Irina Robertovna. Help yourself, eat more, you’re quite skinny. What are you 
rolling over the plate? Shall I pour some borsch?

Evgeniy Alexandrovich looks at Gleb with disapproval and squeezes a spoon  
in his huge, heavy fst. Gleb winces, sluggishly starts to fll his plate, oblivious  

of what food he takes.

Irina Robertovna. Butter! Have bread. It seems that you don’t eat bread there 
at all, do you?! I know you.

Gleb picks at his plate.

Irina Robertovna. Did you put butter on it? Butter your bread.

Gleb mechanically butters bread. Evgeniy Alexandrovich glowers at him.

Irnra Robertovna. More butter! Your clothes are hanging from you like on a 
hanger.

Gleb continues to butter, looking at Engeniy Alexandrovich who draws his  
fst, squeezing a spoon over the table.

Irina Robertovna. Have a fsh. Make a sandwich.

Irina Robertovna puts a piece of fsh on a slice of bread.

Evgeniy Alexandrovich. So, when will you defend the thesis?

Irina Robertovna. Zhenya, stop bothering the child! Let him eat frst! 

Everybody looks at Gleb. He opens the mouth unwillingly, brings sandwich  
to it. Irina Robertovna and Evgeniy Alexandrovich start to eat. Gleb puts the  

sandwich on the plate.

Irina Robertovna. So, why do you stop eating?

Gleb takes the sandwich. Irina Robertovna returns to her meal. Gleb puts  
down the sandwich.

Irina Robertovna. Oh, Glebushka, eat a little! Mommy did her best!

Gleb takes the sandwich. Irina Robertovna returns to her meal. Gleb puts  
the sandwich down. Evgeniy Alexandrovich squeezes his fst. Gleb takes the  



sandwich, bites off, holds in his mouth without chewing. 

Irina Robertovna. Would you like some borsch?

Gleb starts chewing. Irina Robertovna returns to her plate. Gleb puts the  
sandwich down. 

Irina Robertovna. Gleb, you must be sick since you have no appetite. We'll 
go to the hospital at once.

Gleb bites off the sandwich. Irina Robertovna returns to her meal. Gleb puts  
the sandwich down.

Evgeniy  Alexandrovich (flling  his  plate).  So,  when  will  you defend  your 
thesis?

Gleb takes the sandwich, bites off, chews in order to feign that he can’t  
speak. Irina Robertovna kicks Evgeniy Alexandrovich under the table. 

Irina Robertovna. Zhenya, let the child have a meal! Glebushka, take this 
salad too, I  did my best! Eat everything; don’t leave your strength on the 
plate.

Gleb mechanically puts the salad on the plate. Irina Robertovna returns to  
her meal. Gleb puts the sandwich down. Evgeniy Alexandrovich cracks a  
bone with his teeth, sucks the marrow with great appetite and washes it  

down with yogurt. 

Irina Robertovna. Would you still like some borsch? Or compote? 

Gleb takes the sandwich. Irina Robertovna stands up and pours out the tea,  
coffee, compote and juice, puts four glasses before Gleb.

Irina Robertovna. Drink it! You look like death warmed up; it seems that 
you’re starving there!

Gleb takes a glass. Evgeniy Alexandrovich strews cream of wheat with  
caviar, sugars it, kneads everything and eats with fsh.

Irina Robertovna. Gleba, why don’t you drink?

Gleb puts down the sandwich and takes another glass. Irina Robertovna  



returns to her meal. Gleb puts one glass down. Evgeniy Alexandrovich takes  
a chicken leg and looks at Gleb with disapproval. Gleb takes the glass.  

Evgeniy Alexandrovich returns to his meal. Gleb puts both glasses down.

Irina Robertovna. Zhenya, wash the dishes!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich pushes a pancake with cottage cheese into his  
mouth, goes to sink, chewing on the run.

Irina Robertovna. Glebushka, did you eat your fll?

Gleb’s hand falls.

Irina Robertovna. Why do you eat so little? Have a cutlet and potatoes! 

Gleb’s hand rises and stops dead near the plate with potatoes.

Irina Robertovna. Well, tell me how you are! (Gleb’s hand falls)

Evgeniy Alexandrovich drops a glass into sink. Irina Robertovna is distracted  
by the noise, Gleb stands up quickly, slips out to his room, sits in his usual  

pose, turns on computer.

Irina Robertovna. Oh, Gusev, do you want to fnish off my dinner set?! You 
can’t be trusted with anything. You always toss things randomly on the plate 
rack and then everything falls! You’ve already smashed three plates!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich rapidly opens the faucet. Noise of water.

Scene 2
Doorbell rings. Irina Robertovna opens entrance door. Aunt Galya, Irirshka  

and Oleg enter with loud salutations.

Irina Robertovna. Hurraaaaay! The relatives are here! Happy Labour day! It’s 
a holiday of spring, labour and May! I wish you all the best! Hurray!11

11  International Workers' Day (also known as May Day) is a celebration of the international  labour 
movement. May Day was celebrated illegally in Russia until the February Revolution enabled the 
first  legal  celebration  in  1917.  It  became  an  important  official  holiday  of  the  Soviet  Union, 
celebrated with elaborate popular parades in the centre of the major cities. The biggest celebration 
was traditionally organized on the Red Square, where the government leaders stood atop Lenin's 
Mausoleum and waved to the crowds. Since 1992, May Day is officially called "The Day of Spring 



Guests loudly take off their coats, then  kiss Irina Robertovna in turns.

Irina  Robertovna.  Oleg,  I’m so  glad  you came!  Then,  you’ve  recovered! 
Come on, come into drawing room! We all have been waiting for you and 
Gleb has come! He's been waiting for you so much! He’ll be terribly glad to 
see you! Come on, here are the slippers12.

Guests go to the drawing hall. A table is set in the middle of the room. On  
the table are the same dishes as at breakfast and: bottles of wine,  

champagne, three cakes, two dishes with curd tarts, salted cucumbers,  
cabbage, tomatoes, marinated mushrooms, lecho. In the recess of the wall  

unit: dishes with fruits, spare basin full of salad, cookies, cakes, several  
boxes of candies. Guests set bottles of wine, candies and flowers they’ve  

carried with them on the table. Evgeniy Alexandrovich, dressed in an orange  
t-shirt and tracksuit pants, sits at the head of a table. He is eating salted  

cucumbers with herring and onion. Guests greet him loudly, sit in armchairs  
and on the sofa.

Irina Robertovna (to Evgeniy Alexandrovich). What are you eating? Go, fll 
the vase with water and put the fowers there.

Evgeniy Alexandrovich tears himself away from cucumbers with a groan and  
stands up. Takes couple of curd tarts and a handful of candies. Goes to the  

kitchen. 

Aunt Galya (to Irina Robertovna). Irish13, I’ve been looking into my laptop… 
You know, I can’t fnd a way to increase a font size. I’ve downloaded a book 
by this contemporary dramatist… What was his name? Stoppard. I can’t read 
it because the lines run together. Do you know how I can fx it?

Irina Robertovna.  No, it's not up my alley. You should ask Gleba about it. 
Irinka, look for your little brother.

Irinka stands up.

Oleg. Oh, come on. Galya, it’s better to buy a book in the bookstore instead. 
Why do you bother yourself?! You can’t do it right anyway. I pressed those 
stupid keys and still can’t get with it, I sold it and let it go hang. I bought a 

and Labour". (from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia) 
Nowadays celebration of May Day has lost its ideological roots and became just another day off 
work.

12  Streets in Russia are always dirty, so everybody wear slippers in the living spaces.
13  “Irish” is a diminutive of “Irina”.



new cell phone instead. It’s much better than that stupid PC; you can listen 
to radio “Vanya”. Or maybe “Chanson”14… But sometimes they play strange 
songs lately. 

Irinka enters Gleb’s room. He is sitting at the PC in the same pose, striking  
keys.

Irinka. Hi! Well, of all things, what are you doing here? Everybody is already 
at the table. Why are you glued to that thing? Stop your nonsense and come 
in with us, or we'll eat everything, so you’ll have nothing.

Gleb (utters something in a low, gurgly, croaking voice). Hr-mr-yy-bl-rrrrr.

Irinka. Come on, don't be a stranger! (returns to drawing room) He said that 
he’ll come by-and-by. Oleg, he's playing such a cool game, we should pick 
it up.

Aunt Galya. Well, I point the cursor on the shortcut… And what should I do 
then? Oh, wait, I have to write that down. (goes to entrance hall, returns  
with notebook)

Oleg (kindly).  Teaching an old man is a waste of time. Anyway he’ll  die 
foolish!

Irinka (pokes her fnger into Oleg’s side).  What the hell are you doing! Are 
you an idiot? You’d better shut up! You stink with acetone.

Irina  Robertovna.  Galya,  write  that  down.  Move  the  cursor  over  the 
shortcut.

14  Radio stations broadcasting criminal songs (so-called “Russian chanson”) and pops. 
“Russian chanson” mostly exploit themes of imprisonment in/release from a labor camp, daily life 
of street gangs, love in the context of criminal life and so on. There are very popular songs in this  
genre.  For  example,  a  song  named  “Vladimirsky  Central”  (a  prison  for  dangerous  criminals 
in Vladimir, Russia, about 100 miles northeast of Moscow) well-known to every Russian. Here is 
its chorus: “Vladimir central jail / it’s winding from the north / By convoy walk from Tver, here an 
evil boss / A heavy burden darkens my face / Vladimir central jail  / it’s winding from the north / I 
punted but my life is an exchanged source / Not pontoon does bring you trouble / But when eleven's 
getting ace”. The fact that the 3rd Russian president Vladimir Putin listened to “Russian chanson” 
during the dive in a submarine to the bottom of lake Baikal on 1 st of August, 2009, also shows the 
great popularity of “Russian chanson”. 
The  audience  of  radio  “Chanson”  consists  mostly  of  policemen,  public  prosecutors,  workers, 
drivers, haulers and other semi-criminal social  groups. One can often hear this station in public 
conveyances, taxis and private cars. 
Radio “Vanya” is oriented towards women, it broadcasts “softer” songs exploiting themes of love 
and compassion, and they are tied to a village culture. Peasants by birth living in Russian towns and 
cities adore radio “Vanya”. One can hear it in food stores, cheap bars or restaurants, but sometimes 
it also plays in public transport. 



Aunt Galya. …over the shortcut.

Irina Robertovna. Double-click it.

Aunt Galya. And which button should I click – left or right?

Evgeniy Alexandrovich appears, he is riotous with flowers. He carries two  
big vases choked with flowers mixed up from different bouquets. 

Evgeniy Alexandrovich (to Irina Robertovna). Ira, where should I put them?

Irina Robertovna. On the piano. Did you add sugar to the water?

Oleg.  Come  on,  Zhenya,  pour  some  moonshine  there!  Make  it  into 
cologne!15

Irinka (pokes her fnger into Oleg’s side). Oh, you did it again! Shut up!

Oleg laughs kindly.

Irina Robertovna. Well, have you written it down, Galya? Double-click. Left 
button.

Aunt Galya. …button. And how can I extract an archive?

Irina Robertovna. You should ask Gleb about it. Oh, where is he? Oleg, call 
him please.

Oleg. And where he is?

15  In Soviet and contemporary Russia brands of cologne, comprising spirits, are often used instead of 
alcoholic beverages or mixed with other alcohol-containing liquids. Venedikt Erofeev, in his cult 
poem “Moscow-Petushki”  (also published as  “Moscow to the End of the Line”),  describes  the 
whole  culture  of  cologne-style  drinks.  F.  ex.  here  is  a  recipe  of  a  “Tear  of  a  komsomol  girl” 
cocktail: 

Lavender toilet water 15 g
Verbena 15 g
Herbal Lotion     30 g
Nail Polish   2 g

Mouthwash             150 g
Lemon Soda             150 g

(from:  Erofeev,  Venedikt.  Moscow  to  the  End  of  the  Line  /  Trans.  by  H.  William  Tjalsma.  -  
Northwestern University Press, 1994. – p. 69-70)
So,  Oleg,  in  humorous  form,  advises  Evgeniy  Alexandrovich  to  drink  something  instead  of 
bothering himself with flowers.



Irina Robertovna. In his room. Tell him that everybody's waiting for him.

Oleg. No problem, gal.

Oleg goes to Gleb’s room. Evgeniy Alexandrovich sits at the table, flls his  
plate with salad and puts a piece of cake there. Gleb is sitting in the same  

pose, striking the keys.

Oleg. Listen, let’s go and have a smoke. (pause) Hey, your mum asks you to 
come. Get the idea? 

Gleb (turns to Oleg, mumbles). Hr-mr-yy-bl-rrrrr.

Oleg. Oh, you're asking for it, dude! (Smiles all over the face, goes back to  
the room smiling, sits in an armchair).

Irina  Robertovna.  Oleg,  did  Gleb  told  you  a  new  story?  Why  are  you 
smiling? Tell it to everybody. We want to laugh too!

Oleg.  This  is  real  great,  man!  What  a  tough  guy!  (laughs,  to  Irina  
Robertovna)  Well,  Ira,  he’s  beaten your  older  dude.  That’s  fucking  great! 
(laughs)

Irina Robertovna. So what happened between you and Gleb?

Oleg laughs, waves away.

Aunt  Galya  (to  Irina  Robertovna).  Irisha,  I’ve  re-read it… Tell  me how… 
What should I do to remove a shortcut? 

Irina Robertovna (bends to Aunt Galya).  Look, you wrote that down last 
week. Do you remember? It was about the recycle bin.

Irinka (whispers to Oleg). And what did he say? 

Oleg (respires). Curiosity killed the cat… Oh, that guy did well! (laughs)

Irina Robertovna rouses herself, opens her mouth to say something. Evgeniy  
Alexandrovich accidentally flaps a heavy nickel-silver fork and a service  

plate off the table.

Irina Robertovna. Gusev, what the hell are you doing?! Go clean it up now!



Evgeniy Alexandrovich goes to the kitchen and returns with a broom, he  
starts to clen the floor.

Irina Robertovna. Let’s sit at the table and celebrate May Day, day of labour. 
Oleg, open wine, champagne. Zhenya, turn on the music. (pause, she looks  
around) And where is Gleb?

A noise begins, everybody eats, pop-music of 80s is playing. One can hear  
cues: “Shoot the salt”, “pour me some vine”, “salad is very tasty” and so  

on. Irina Robertovna bustles about the table. 

Irina Robertovna. I'll go for Gleb now. What a naughty child!

Irina Robertovna goes to Gleb’s room. The doorbell rings. Irina Robertovna  
opens front door. Ivan Ivanovich appears. He is taking Ivonna Ivanovna's  

arm. She is a hunched, emaciated old lady. Her head is shaking persistently.  
White, sparse hairs dyed with henna, lips painted with bright lipstick, cheeks  

are rouged. Her face is sallow, eyes are fxed.

Ivan  Ivanovich.  Hello,  neighbors!  Happy May Day!  Have  a  nice  day of 
spring  and  labour!  (sets  Ivonna  Ivanovna  against  the  wall,  kisses  Irina  
Robertovna three times)

Irina Robertovna. Hurray!

Ivan Ivanovich. And here's a little present! (takes out a box of candies and  
Smolensk balsam)

Irina Robertovna. Oh, this balsam is really beautiful! Hot dog! You really 
have guessed right! We told Gleb to bring it, but he forgot. So we’ll drink the 
balsam and remember you!

Irina Robertovna and Ivan Ivanovich guide Ivonna Ivanovna to the guests,  
seat her at the table.

Irina  Robetovna. Let’s  drink  some  tea  with  balsam.  (to  Evgeniy 
Alexandrovich).  Here,  take  it,  that’s  a  present  from Ivan  Ivanovich.  Real 
Smolensk balsam! Where did he get it?! We should show it to Gleb. By the 
way, where is he? Galya, go for Gleb please. I must feed Ivan Ivanovich and 
Ivonna Ivanovna. (Ivan Ivanovich kisses Irina Robertovna’s hand).

Aunt Galya goes to Gleb’s room, takes her notebook with her.



Oleg (whispers to Irinka). Who’s that old dick?

Irinka (whispers). Zip up your lip! He’s a neighbor, colonel.

Oleg (quietly). Well, he doesn’t look like a colonel in appearance. That old 
man kills me!

Aunt Galya enters Gleb’s room. He is sitting in the same pose, striking the  
keys.

Aunt Galya.  Gleb! Hello, my treasure! We’re tired of waiting for you. It’s 
improper to let the collective down. You’re a member of family after all! 
Come now, you should tell  me things about lap-tops. Don’t sit  too long, 
come on. (exits the room)

Gleb (utters something). Hr-mr-yy-bl-rrrrr.

Aunt Galya returns to the drawing-hall. 

Aunt Galya. He said that he’ll be here in a minute, let’s celebrate May Day. 
Irishka, give Oleg more salad, just a little more.

Irinka starts to put a salad on Oleg’s plate. 

Irina Robertovna. You should feed your husband, give him more. And add a 
piece  of  meat!  (to  Ivan  Ivanovich)  What  a  wonderful  balsam!  What  a 
fragrance! 

Ivan Iavnovich (kisses her hand; Irina Robertovna puts a salad on his plate  
and places a plate in front of Ivonna Ivanovna). She can't, her stomach isn’t 
well,  besides  which,  I  haven’t  brought  her  dentures  with  me.  (Ivonna 
Ivanovna puts her shaking hand near the plate) It’s so nice, Irina Ivanovna, to 
be in the company of your splendid relatives! You have such a wonderful 
family. Let’s drink for an amazing woman with a good housekeeping skills, 
wonderful mother, faithful wife… (Evgeniy Alexandrovich rises his head and  
stares at Ivan Ivanovich with anger) Zhenya, pour yourself more. I’m drinking 
to  your  wife!  (Evgeniy  Alexandrovich  mixes  champagne with  wine)  Now 
then! I rise my glass to the most beautiful, most attentive and kindest Irina 
Robertovna, she treats us all. How can we, old men, do without you? And 
where is Gleb?

Irina Robertovna looks at aunt Galya. 



Aunt Galya. He’s coming.

Ivan Ivanovich. Let him come faster! Ah, I can’t wait to tweak his ears! He’s 
putting on airs! I walked through the whole war with a Mosin-Nagant after 
all! (clears his throat)

Oleg. Well done, old man!

Irinka (facetiously rises her fst on Oleg) I’ll give you a smack! Will you ever 
shut up?!

Oleg. Come on, Ira! I didn’t do anything! True, he’s a tough guy, he minds 
his language!

Ivan Ivanovich. Let’s drink at last for our wonderful lady of the house, Irina 
Robertovna, most beautiful woman in the building. My Ivonna Ivanovna was 
much the same beauty twenty years ago.

Irina Robertovna. Yes, illness doesn’t become her.

Everybody look at Ivonna Ivanovna. She sits  motionless,  staring ahead of  
her;  her  hands  and  head  are  shaking.  Ivan  Ivanovich  kisses  Irina  
Robertovna’s hand. Evgeniy Alexandrovich secretly extracts a bottle of vodka  
from under the table and pours it into his glass.

Irina Robertovna. Hurray!

Everybody. Hurraaaaaaay!

Everybody optimistically clink glasses.

Irina Robertovna. Hey, let’s go to the balcony! And where is Gleb? Zhenya, 
why are you still eating?! Go to the balcony!

Irina Robertovna takes Evgeniy Alexandrovich out to the balcony, Irinka joins  
them.

Irina Robertovna.  Hey, people! Hurray! Happy May Day! Congratulations 
upon the day of spring, labour and May!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich is keeping silence.



Irinka (timidly). Hurray…

Irina Robertovna. Well, we’ve congratulated the people, let’s dance now!

Irina Robertovna, Evgeniy Alexandrovich amd Irinka return to the room.

Irina Robertovna (to Evgeniy Alexandrovich). Zhenya, you must dance now! 
You weigh almost  250 pounds! Don't  stand there like a bump on a log, 
dance!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich imitates dancing. He shakes his hands, shifts his feet,  
limping.

Irina Robertovna. What a drag this song is! Let’s play a fast dance!

The song “Rasputin” by Boney-M is playing. Everybody claps their hands,  
singing along. Evgeniy Alexandrovich “dances”. Ivan Ivanovich is  

conducting with a great pleasure. The song is over.

Irina Robertovna. We’re enjoying ourselves! 

Ivan Ivanovich. Well done, Zhenya! You’re looking like a man now!

Oleg (hems kindly). Zhenya, you should be on a dance foor! 

Everybody smiles. Ivonna Ivanovna moves a plate along the table. Ivan  
Ivanovich takes the plate, cover, salad dishes etc. away. It’s an empty table in  

front of Ivonna Ivanovna now.

Irina Robertovna.  Oh! Where is Gleb? We should call him. Zhenya, keep 
the table amused! Galya, play “Modern Talking” for him!

The song “Brother Louis” by “Modern Talking” starts. Irina Robertovna goes  
to Gleb’s room. Evgeniy Alexandrovich goes to the table quickly, mixing  

vodka with wine. 

Oleg (smiles kindly). When the cat's away the mouse will play!

Irinka chokes on her meal, she coughs. Oleg, laughing kindly, claps her on  
the back. Evgeniy Alexandrovich puts ice-cream on the pancake. Irina  

Robertovna enters Gleb’s room. He is wearing headphones, striking the  
keys. Something is flickering on a screen.



Irina  Robertovna.  How long  will  you  sit  here?!  It’s  improper!  We're  all 
waiting for you! You’re not alone; you’re a member of the family! You missed 
your father’s dance. We're all having fun and you're sitting here alone and 
depressed!

Gleb can’t hear her, he is striking the keys. 

Irina Robertovna. I’ll turn this PC off and lead you by the hand!

Irina Robertovna stands between Gleb and monitor. Gleb looks at her and  
takes the headphones off.

Irina Robertovna.  How long must we wait for you?! Go to the guests right 
now!  Everybody  is  waiting  for  you!  I'll  count  to  fve!  (Irina  Robertovna 
comes up to the door counting) One… Two… Three… Four… Five! 

Irina Robertovna touches the door handle, opens the door. 

Gleb (looks steadily at Irina Robertovna, speaks very loudly). Hr-mr-yy-bl-rrr!

Irina Robertovna is scared; she moves backward, closes the door and  
returns to the drawing-room. 

Irina  Robertovna.  He’s  turning  off!  He’s  coming.  Zhenya,  why  are  you 
sitting? 

Evgeniy Alexandrovich stops dead with a spoon by his mouth and looks at  
Irina 

Robertovna. 

Irina Robertovna.  You’ll be stuffed and then suffer all night long. You have 
diabetes and arthritis from physical inactivity! You just eat and sleep all day 
long! Dance right now! Motion is life!

Slow melody is playing. Ivan Ivanovich asks Irina Robertovna to a dance.  
They are dancing, both watching Evgeniy Alexandrovich, giving him an  

example. Evgeniy Alexandrovich hides behind aunt Galya and quickly drinks  
a glass of vodka. Oleg asks Irinka to dance, feeling up her seat and breast  

while dancing. Irinka repulses, nags on Oleg. He laughs kindly. Aunt Galya  
takes out the notebook and goes deep into it. The dance is over. Ivan  

Ivanovich seats Irina Ivanovna, kisses her hand. 



Irina Robertovna. Zhenya, bring the child here! How long will he be turning 
off his bulky thing?

Evgeniy Alexandrovich is already well-lubricated, his face is red, he 
squeezes his fsts and stands up staggering.

Evgeniy Alexandrovich (mumbles, gloomily).  I’ll tan his fucking hide right 
now!

Irina  Robertovna  (strictly).  Zhenya,  stop  using  bad  language,  you’re  not 
outside!

Evgeniy Alexandrovich comes up slowly to Gleb’s room door and opens it  
with a jerk. Gleb swings round, sees Evgeniy Alexandrovich, stands up.  

Evgeniy Alexandrovich lets Gleb go past him, follows him. They enter the  
drawing room, Evgeniy Alxeandrovich sits at the table. Gleb stands in the  

doorway looking at everybody.

Irina Robertovna.  Hurray! At long last! Why did you dawdle so long? So, 
why are you silent?

Gleb. Hr-mr-yy-bl-rrrr.

Everybody staring at Gleb.

Irina Robertovna. Gleb, speak clearly, we can’t understand. What were you 
mumbling?

Oleg. This guy kills me!

Gleb (makes  a  deep  breath,  speaks  loudly  and  clearly,  with  over-free  
intonation). What the fuck are you doing?!

Curtain.
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